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The constituent Bars also compete against
each other for the sought after Kalahari
trophy.The latter also happens to be on
display in that same cabinet. The tradition
is that the winning team is entitled to re-
main in possession of both trophies and
that other Bars then challenge the champ-
ion side at a venue chosen by the champ-
ions.

The Johannesburg Bar has been the
champions for many years and – due to a
lack of ambition and/or interest – we hadn’t
competed against each other for quite
some time. However, things have changed.
The North can be a source of danger, de-
vastation and sorrow to those who live
further south. Ask the Britons of the dark
ages how they felt about the Vikings.

Under the leadership of Shaun Mulli-
gan, Gideon Scheepers and De Wet Keet,
we challenged the Johannesburg Bar to the
gentlemen’s game. A match was duly
arranged earlier this year. As was their right,
the Johannesburg Bar chose the venue.
Upon our arrival we discovered an uneven
pitch. Had we come better prepared, we
could have gone scuba diving in the outfield.

As we have come to expect, our col-
leagues from Johannesburg were, well, not
to put too fine a word on it, arrogant and
superior in mien. The Johannesburg Bar’s
team comprised several well-known first
class cricket players, including Greg Amm
and others. We elected to bat first. We
happened to scrape together a total of 179
runs. De Wet Keet and Andries van Wyk
were the achievers of our team as they top
scored and took the most wickets.

Our colleagues from Johannesburg
invited us for pizzas during the lunch
interval. During lunch, they regaled us with
tales of their fine, brave and lethal batting
line-up, led by Greg Amm and Schalk
Aucamp. We munched on pizza, all the
while carbo-loading, listened and were not
a little impressed. However, matches are
not won around the luncheon tables of
one’s opponents, unless you allow them
to be.

practise behind the Boerewors Curtain?
Anyway, a pleasant lunch was had by

all and then the game resumed. The table
was set for an epic challenge as the
Johannesburg Bar had to chase all of 180
runs and we needed only ten wickets to
win the match. We felt something akin to
pity for our opponents.

De Wet Keet and Conrad Richards each
took three wickets, duly assisted by
Christiaan Sevenster (who took two wickets)
and John Sullivan who managed one
wicket. The long and the short of it is that
we bowled the Johannesburg Bar out for
a paltry 80 runs. The Pretoria Bar won the
match by a margin of 100 runs.

De Wet Keet top scored with 42 runs
and took three wickets in six overs, only
conceding 12 runs. He was duly elected
as the man of the match.

Subsequently, we played the Cape Town
Bar during the last week of January 2012
(see accompanying story) and have also
been invited by the KZN Bar to play against
them in 2012, probably at the historic
Hilton Cricket oval in Pietermaritzburg. We
look forward to it. Very much …

Pretoria trounces Johannesburg
at cricket – twice!

By Francois Botes

So, off we trooped into the field, won-
dering whether having to dive underwater
in the outfield for the ball would lead to
some extra penalty. The laws of cricket, we’d
been told, did deal with balls being batted
into trees. However, we weren’t altogether
sure regarding the rules relating to water
hazards. Nevertheless, we applied ourselves
to the task of bowling and fielding in the
less than congenial circumstances. We
toiled for almost the full 35 overs, but then
bowled them out in the last over, for 167
runs. The Pretoria Bar won the match by a
comfortable margin of a dozen runs.

Give credit where credit is due. The
Johannesburg Bar did not take the defeat
lying down. So, three months after our
historic victory, they challenged us to a
grudge match. We graciously accepted the
challenge and set about laying a pleasant
table for our rivals. De Wet Keet and Gideon
Scheepers took the initiative and procured
the LC de Villiers oval at the University of
Pretoria. The groundsman there arranged
covers for the pitch and upon our arrival
on Sunday, 2 October 2011, the table was
set for the match of the century.

All our players were clothed in custom-
made gear with their names on the back
of their cricket shirts and the logo of our
Society embroidered on the front. Before
the match we decided to bowl first if we
won the toss, as it had rained overnight.
We, however, lost the toss and the Johan-
nesburg Bar requested us to bat first. We
managed to score a respectable total of
180 runs. It bears mentioning that despite
the rain, neither swimming nor diving gear
proved to be necessary.

De Wet Keet and Gideon Scheepers
arranged for boerewors, rolls, salads, cold
drinks and fruit juice and we invited the
members of the Johannesburg Bar to join
us for boerewors rolls during the lunch
interval. Dear reader, if you are shaking
your head at this juncture, may I gently
remind you, as our colleagues from the
other side of the mighty Jukskei River so
often do, that we are, after all, known to

For many years the Pretoria Bar and the Johannesburg
Bar have joined battle on the cricket field.The prize at

stake is the floating trophy which is now prominently
displayed in a cabinet in the common room of the Pretoria Bar.

Pretoria Bar cricket
tour to Cape Town
By Sarel Myburgh

Having recently inflicted two defeats on our
neighbours from across the Jukskei, and
having played to a one-run win over the
local attorneys, we at the Pretoria Bar cricket
team were challenged to defend our current
reign against our esteemed and highly
rated colleagues from Cape Town. Taking
up the invitation, and with huge assistance
from our Bar Council, we left for Stellen-
bosch on 27 January 2012.

Deciding that we needed a warm up
match, we were hosted by the Groot Dra-
kenstein Games Club just outside Fran-
schoek on Saturday, 28 January. The day
was steeped in tradition, from the Vauxhall
branded flag waving atop the clubhouse
to the post match drinks on the oldest clay
pitch in South Africa. Umpire Phil Levi, who
arrived in his vintage maroon Bentley, all
dressed up in proper attire and speaking
with a heavy Yorkshire accent, oversaw the
match. The game started with a minute of
silence for Alfie Cupido, the club captain
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